A parallel port is an inexpensive and powerful tool for controlling the real world peripherals. It provides eight Transistor Transistor Logic (TTL) outputs, fives inputs and four bidirectional input and output for Personal Computer (PC) interruption. By using the structure oriented programming language they are fused in circuit boards, microcontrollers etc. to carry out specified functions. The reason is the elegance and simplicity of the code used in visual basic.
INTRODUCTION
Basically, in personal computer (PC), the parallel port, 25 pin female connector, specially designed for printer is used. It is also called printer port. A PC printer port is an in expensive and yet powerful platform for implementing projects dealing with the control of real world peripherals. The printer port provides eight TTL outputs, five inputs and four bidirectional leads and it provides a very simple means to use the pc interrupts structure. Data port starts from pin 2 to pin 9. By using the command from the computer, the data of the output port of the parallel port D0, D1 ….D7 will be high or low. If D0 = 1, then it enables optocupler and relay driver so that the relay is energize i.e. 'ON' state. The main aim of our programming is to produce high or low value for optocupler.
Fig.1. Circuit Diagram for Computer Controlled Switch
Here male 25 parallel pin ports are used as main output data port for the system. There are eight optocupler whose output is used as input from pin 1 to 8 of ULN2803. In figure only one optocupler is shown but all other is also connected in the same way. The IC ULN2803 is used as a relay driver and the eight relay are connected from pin no 11 to 18 respectively. When the output of parallel port is low then the output of optocupler is also low so that the output of relay driver is high, which is in off state i.e. disable. When the output of parallel port is high then the output of optocupler is also high so that the output of relay driver is low, which is the relay is in "ON" state i.e. enable. We used visual basic language to design the Computer Controlled Switch, which can be applied many household and industrial applications. The full code written to design the computer controlled switch is given in appendix. Output of this software will be of the form given in figure 2. 
METHODOLOGY

RESULTS & DISCUSSION Application to Home Automation:
It can be used in home for automation. From this device, we can control the electrical appliance like rice cooker, fan, light, TV etc. as in figure 3 with single click. It is very beneficial for the people who are disable and aged people also. 
Application to Laboratory System:
It is also used in laboratory automation system. We can simulate the laboratory system without any doubt. 
Application to Automatic Robotic Controller
It is also can the used in automatic robotic controller system.
Fig. 5. Output of the program for Automatic Robotic Controller.
It can be used for our safety for the high voltage system like plasma applications and also for the schedule power on and off system used in hotel for power management system.
CONCLUSIONS
From the present experiment, it can be concluded that we can control anything from computer code. We also predict that application of present code is one of the most important achievements of the present study and can be applied in above mentioned applications without any risk. 
APPENDIX
